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Hello Colorado Wheat. 

 

You didn’t get much, but the market thinks you got a lot, with more on the way. 

 

Charts and discussions follow, with the goal of giving you useful information to help you with your 

business.  My disclaimer remains the same: these are my sometimes rapidly changing opinions, but I 

believe you should: 1.be willing to store your wheat, 2. apply 30# of N at planting, and if it’s a wet 

spring, re-apply 30# 3. don’t sell wheat to elevators who do not post protein scales, up and down. 
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Life ain’t always fair, but maybe the dry pattern is changing, so let’s get the additional fertilizer on it. 

Additional bushels usually more than offset higher prices due to lack of bushels. 

Winter wheat futures are looking toppy. Hopefully you got your old-crop sold and a chunk of your new-

crop on the books too. The spring wheat guy should act while he can, although I doubt he’s doing much. 

CLOSE KWK18 KWN18 KWZ18 CK18 CN18 CZ18 WK18 MWK18 MWU18 SK18 

03/16 $5.00 $5.17 $5.54 $3.83 $3.91 $4.04 $4.68 $6.12 $6.25 $10.49 

03/09 $5.21 $5.37 $5.73 $3.91 $3.98 $4.07 $4.89 $6.18 $6.32 $10.39 

03/02 $5.34 $5.50 $5.85 $3.85 $3.93 $4.04 $5.00 $6.20 $6.34 $10.71 

02/23 $4.85 $5.03 $5.42 $3.75 $3.82 $3.97 $4.64 $6.13 $6.30 $10.48 

02/16 $4.94 $5.11 $5.48 $3.75 $3.83 $3.97 $4.72 $6.16 $6.31 $10.33 

02/09 $4.81 $4.97 $5.33 $3.70 $3.78 $3.92 $4.61 $6.16 $6.29 $9.94 

02/02 $4.78 $4.94 $5.29 $3.70 $3.77 $3.93 $4.60 $6.15 $6.25 $9.90 

01/26 $4.58 $4.75 $5.11 $3.65 $3.73 $3.90 $4.54 $6.24 $6.27 $9.97 

01/19 $4.41 $4.58 $4.95 $3.61 $3.69 $3.86 $4.36 $6.18 $6.22 $9.89 

01/12 $4.40 $4.55 $4.92 $3.55 $3.63 $3.81 $4.34 $6.21 $6.22 $9.72 

01/05 $4.51 $4.67 $5.02 $3.59 $3.68 $3.85 $4.42 $6.32 $6.23 $9.82 

Corn is struggling with the idea that $4.00 isn’t enough, and beans maybe act like South America is 

wetter. May soybeans shown here, with a dollar between the blue and red lines. There’s a lot of noise 

and air pockets in the market. USA planting season is about a month away. Bean acres will be BIG. 
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Old-crop corn…$3.50 was too cheap. The market is not quite sure what to do at $4.00. I doubt acres will 

be up much, and there’s a long way to Tipperary or corn pollination season. 

This is May corn. Shown with Sunday’s 3c drop after a gap lower. 

 

Corn gapped lower Sunday nite, because the wheat rolled over, now down more than 15c after last 

week’s 20c drop. The is KC July wheat, showing a “Gap and Go” formation: 

 

I think the $4.85 area will hold, but that’s an additional 15c lower. Yuk. 
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Cash wheat prices posted Friday were lower this week, and it currently appears Monday prices will be 

worse. 

Date SE Colorado Chey. Wells Burlington Holyoke Roggen area 

03/09 $4.20-$4.55 $4.25 $4.09-$4.15 $4.19-$4.43 $4.25-$4.25 

03/09 $4.41-$4.76 $4.56 $4.30-$4.36 $4.32-$4.63 $4.46-$4.46 

03/02 $4.59-$4.89 $4.69 $4.44-$4.49 $4.45-$4.77 $4.59-$4.59 

02/23 $3.79-$4.34 $4.14 $3.79-$3.89 $3.94-$4.26 $3.99-$4.04 

02/16 $3.89-$4.44 $4.24 $3.89-$3.99 $4.04-$4.36 $4.09-$4.14 

02/09 $3.76-$4.31 $4.11 $3.75-$3.86 $3.91-$4.23 $3.96-$4.01 

02/02 $3.73-$4.28 $4.06 $3.73-$3.78 $3.82-$4.20 $3.93-$3.96 

01/26 $3.53-$4.03 $3.86 $3.53-$3.63 $3.61-$4.00 $3.76-$3.78 

01/19 $3.38-$3.78 $3.71 $3.37-$3.38 $3.40-$3.78 $3.61-$3.63 

01/12 $3.36-$3.76 $3.69 $3.31-$3.36 $3.35-$3.73 $3.51-$3.59 

BASIS(K) SE Colorado Chey. Wells Burlington  Holyoke Roggen area 

03/16 -80, -45 -75 -90, -85 -89, -57 -75, -75 

03/09 -80, -45 -65 -90, -85 -89, -57 -75, -75 

03/02(K) -75, -45 -65 -90, -85 -89, -57 -75, -75 

02/23(H) -90, -35 -55 -90, -80 -75, -43 -70, -65 

02/16 -90, -35 -55 -90, -80 -75, -43 -70, -65 

02/09 -90, -35 -55 -90, -80 -75, -43 -70, -65 

02/02 -90, -35 -57 -90, -85 -81, -43 -70, -67 

01/26 -90, -40 -57 -90, -80 -82, -43 -67, -65 

01/19 -90, -50 -57 -91, -90 -88, -50 -67, -65 

01/12 -90, -50 -57 -95, -90 -91, -53 -75, -67 

 

Basis remains firm at most (not all) spots; although, fyi, I saw some areas around Hutchinson and 

Wichita, KS are noticeably better, up a dime or so. Rumors of selectively reduced rail rates for certain 

overseas destinations might indeed firm the basis. 
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I’d like to spend a minute on the concept of protein scales. 

I’ve heard rumblings that Wheat Club has caused a disturbance in the force. I would merely point out 

that it’s time wheat marketing in The Great Plains joined the 20th Century… 

A couple things to keep in mind: 

1. Protein scales are not always wide. Many, many times they are actually quite narrow. 

2. Protein scales fluctuate. They change from year to year, and they might change DURING the 

marketing year too. 

3. +2c at 11% protein, and additional 5c at 12%, and -20c below 10% is indeed a protein scale 

4. Very rarely are scales set much before time of delivery. 

5. Protein scales can be risky for elevators. 

Consider this table of the posted high side of the Golden Triangle Montana grain prices: 

date Ord HRW 11 % HRW 12% HRW 13% HRW 13% HRS 14% HRS 15% HRS 

3/16/18 $4.57 $4.99 $5.44 $5.87 $5.91 $6.31 $6.51 

4/10/13 $7.46 $7.54 $7.58 $7.58 $7.83 $7.99 $7.99 

diff ($2.89) ($2.55) ($2.14) ($1.71) ($1.92) $1.68) ($1.48) 

 The 4/0/13 date is a random date from the past. 

Notice how protein spreads were narrower, and the difference between springs and winters was much 

tighter. Many times a big driver of protein premiums/discounts is the futures spread between KC and 

MGEX. 

Again, protein scales are not set in stone. They move. 

On a semi-related note…Many wheat growers have the idea that if they can cut out the grain elevator 

men, they will profit greatly. You will never hear me say that. In the USA, about half of the wheat grown 

is exported. It takes lots of bins or bags and a jillion trucks to load a boat, or keep a big flour mill 

humming. For the most part, that is why exporters and big mills buy most of their wheat by rail. A big 

110-car train might have 412,500 bushels. At 50 bu/ac, that’s 8250 acres. A big boat needs 4 of those 

trains. That amount will supply one big flour mill for about a month.  

My point is the elevator men are needed. But do you have a right to “shop around”? Yes. 

Will some elevators pay more for 12% protein than other elevators? Yes. 

Will some elevators not discount 9% protein as much as other elevators? Probably. 
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Finishing up, I saw this story about Arcadia Biosciences stating they made great progress on their variety 

of wheat that has a high amylose content for “resistant starch”. I think they believe if a baker uses this 

wheat, he can meet the requirements to get a” high fiber” label on his bread (or other product) package. 

https://www.arcadiabio.com/news/press-release/arcadia-biosciences-achieves-key-resistant-starch-

wheat-technology-milestones 

In effect, this wheat would be treated as an “ingredient”, rather than a “commodity”, and thus one 

would expect higher prices passed through the supply chain. 

 

The wheat world continues to change. I believe Wheat Club is helping it change too. 

 

Have a good week. I hope you get plenty of moisture. And let’s get the second round of fertilizer 

applied.  

Will end with a radar snapshot. It appears the very driest areas were missed, but the market will worry 

about that later. 
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